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REGULATIONS
for the “No.1 CARGO-CARDS” Awards
1. The regulations determine the procedure for presenting the "No. 1 CARGO-CARDS"
Awards (hereinafter referred to as the Awards).
2. The Awards are presented by the Directorate of the Global Freight Portal CARGO-CARDS.
3. The Awards are considered as the highest assessment and recognition of the achievements
of the company and its top managers in the international market of transport services and
logistics.
4. The main purposes of the Award are:
identification of highly effective companies, as well as some products (services) that are
of high importance for the development of the freight and logistics market;
dissemination of best business practices;
increasing the competence of entrepreneurs and managers;
information support and promotion of high-quality transport and logistics services to the
international market.
5. The Awards are presented annually in the following nominations:
The best road freight carrier;
The best rail freight carrier;
The best air freight carrier;
The best sea freight carrier;
The best oversized cargo carrier;
The best container carrier;
The best carrier of dangerous goods;
The best freight forwarder;
The best logistics company;
The best 3pl provider;
The best seaport;

The best logistics center;
The best provider of IT solutions for the transport and logistics;
The best insurance company for the transport and logistics.
6. The recipients of the Award are determined by geography scale:
the globe;
continents (Europe, Asia, North America, South America, Africa, Oceania and Australia);
economic union (EU, CIS);
countries.
7. Only those companies that have been on the market for at least five years can be awarded.
8. The recipients of the Awards are determined by the Directorate of the CARGO-CARDS
portal among the portal members and partners.
9. When determining the recipients of the Award, the Portal Directorate takes into account:
main performance indicators, including the freight turnover, geography of transportation,
the number of contractors, revenue (for insurance companies - the volume of insurance
premiums), as well as profit;
the state of the technical base, including vehicles, warehouses, other objects of
transport and logistics infrastructure;
results of technical modernization;
personnel policy;
application of innovative solutions and technologies;
positive reviews and recommendations from market participants, business associations
and government bodies.
10. A company can receive an Award in only one nomination. Re-recognition as a winner in
the same nomination is possible no earlier than three years later.
11. After determining the recipient of the Awards in each nomination, the CARGO-CARDS
Portal:
publishes a press release;
grants the winner the right to use the commemorative sign of the Awards for marketing
purposes;
provides the winner with an unlimited premium placement in the Companies Directory;
provides the winner with the opportunity to post company news on the portal.

